
Safe. Informed. At every step.

Mobile Delivery
Let’s face it. Slow, manual, paper-based processes result in lost 

paperwork, unnecessary delays and errors with your delivery process that 

can impact billing and your bottom line.  And today’s need for touchless 

deliveries can cause your business further roadblocks to efficiency. 

With Brightree Mobile Delivery, logistics management can be much more 

effortless to ensure the profitability of your operation. You electronically 

track your delivery fleet to dramatically optimize productivity in the field.  

You automate capturing data like lot/serial numbers and images in lieu 

of patient signatures to ensure proof of delivery and accurately track 

inventory. You rely on electronic workflows and real-time updates to 

accelerate billing and collections to get paid faster.

n  Optimize productivity

n   Ensure proof of delivery

n  Accurately track inventory

n  Get paid faster

Create sales orders Plan and track
Capture electronic 

signatures

with Mobile 
Delivery

Wireless sync to 
enable billing

Connect and maximize

In fact, you’ll enhance every phase

Key benefits

6.5M 800K
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deliveries made trips dispatched



What you gain

Our Mobile Delivery solution integrates handheld devices with the Brightree platform 
to streamline your delivery operations. As a result, you’re able to accurately prepare 
and assign deliveries, optimize delivery routes, track and confirm deliveries, monitor 
driver location, and more – all in a connected, electronic workflow from office to field. 

Electronic delivery tickets

Dramatically reduce paper-based processes and 

time consuming manual steps by automatically 

loading orders onto drivers’ handheld devices.

Easy data capture

Electronically capture patient signatures or 

capture images at delivery, scan product serial 

and lot numbers and any other key information 

to ensure proof of delivery and accurate 

inventory tracking.

Automate compliance

Reminders prompt your drivers to collect 

complete documentation through required   

forms — eliminating missing documentation.

Added innovations 
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Give drivers what they want and patients what they need.

n  Robust dispatch dashboard

n   Near real-time driver visibility

n   Metrics and reporting

n   Flexible forms


